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About This Game

Sick of all this Battle Royal shenanigans and just want that sweet sweet action instead? This third person shooter takes it back to
basics with team versus team arena gameplay.

Battle in a variety of game modes.
Customize your weapons and abilities in the armory to match your play style.

Gain experience to unlock soldier cosmetics.
View your combat performance in your profile.

Fight for your rank and be rewarded with rank specific soldier cosmetics.
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Title: Delta Horizon
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Skylar Pniewski
Publisher:
Troll Drool Interactive
Release Date: 6 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia graphics card w/ 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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Decently interesting puzzle game, but the difficulty lies mostly in that it doesn't explain anything and the visual style sometimes
obscuring solutions. Once you figure it out there's at most a handful of levels that provide a challenge.. Fun, but actually broken.
Is this in alpha? Seriously? I would be embarassed to have relesaed such a mess to the public.

Tim\/10.. If you got bored with the original game and already played the GP expansion, then there is very little new here. They
did add a few new things, but didn't bother to redo some elementary game parameters which would make it more than a reskin
with a few little changes.

First and foremost, with endurance racing I expected to face some kind of challenges only present in this kind of racing. The
only difference between this one and original+GP is (obviously) the ability to change the drivers, and so you need to manage it
carefully. That's good, that's new.

But the bad thing is, everything else stayed the same. Basically every race consists of speeding it up 8x and it progresses
identically to how you'd see the original game on normal speed. Only now you have to change the driver in addition to tyres.

The major shock for me, which screams "lazy" is that they didn't bother to change weather simulation & prediction. Basically,
they just scaled the whole thing up. Now it takes 10-20 laps instead of 1-2 laps for the track to go from dry to wet in persistent
rain. And you can see rain predictions way further (in terms of time) as well. That's why playing on 8x speed is now
indistinguishable from the original. This is ridiculous. That would be an interesting challenge to consider - it takes a few minutes
for the track to go wet, is it worth changing the tires, if now it takes so long? That shouldn't be a decision you make over 10
laps. That's insane. And such a simple fix as well.

So, totally not worth it. I thoroughly enjoyed the original, even though it has little re-play value after you managed to win your
first world title, and GP expansion is quite nice if you want to relive the experience. But this one - after 2 races all I did is just
blankly stare at the screen waiting for race to finish on 8x.... What a really fun game. I played this on the Xbox 360 when I was
younger and thought it was stupid. After getting it on sale and playing it all again, I saw that younger me was wrong.

This game is a fun way to re-live a lot of the WW2 ship battles between the US and Japan. It lets you control all types of ship
classes from PT boats all the way up to the huge carriers. You can swap between ships and planes (when you can control them)
to be able to do more than just sit in the water.

The difficulty scales up through the campaign fairly well. It starts you out easy but by the end, the matches can go for more than
30 minutes a level.

I would recommend getting this game if you are into WW2 history and naval combat.. Why are you reading this?! The ants are
everywhere!!!

They're ON SEGWAYS!!!

FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, DEFEND THE CAKE!!!!!11. It's kindof like Time Pilot!. Tough, but very good old classic game.
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Short, but you can taste the difficulty (even in easy mode), level & weapon design and also the BOSS fight.

Actually, the flying mode is quite hard to control...... By opting for an asymmetric style of puzzle play (as opposed to Puzzle
Quest et al's symmetric style of you move, AI moves), Gyromancer more consistently rewards mastery, making for a much
more satisfying play experience. If you enjoyed PQ but felt frustrated by its high variance, Gyromancer is for you.. Ah nuts, do
I have to write something?

1 - Fully armoured knights falling over chairs is funny
2 - If the fighting feels spongy, it's because you're doing it badly, not because the game is bad
3 - Arena mode is 50% fighting, 20% hiring other people to die for money and 30% saving up to buy shiny purple trousers
5 - I made a morbidly obese character and dressed her up as a witch because I thought it would be funny
9 - It was funny.
G - Sometimes there are updates

There, I did it!. Great humor but the game itself starts to get in the way once you're a few levels in.

The button mashing fighting style is fun for mowing through simple enemies but once you get to multi-phase bosses
that take dozens of hits each, your hands kinda start to hurt. The slippery controls are serviceable when you're in
Green Greens but once every level is filled with instant death spikes and lava pits, it gets a little frustrating.

Adding options to hold the button to punch and turn the double tap run off (it doesn't work reliably anyway compared
to the button), would go a long way towards making the game more playable. There's also some occasional bugs and
framerate issues but they're not gamebreaking.

Could really do with a difficulty setting or at least some control refinements. Can't recommend save for the most
patient of players.
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This game has been part of my childhood. I love Putt-Putt. Travels Through Time is a very fun point-and-click game. How help
Putt-Putt changes each time, so each time you replay, there's always something new to try and figure out! I recommend this
game to anyone who is a fan of Putt-Putt and Humongous games!. The sound is somewhat good but other than that this game is
not much to have. The english is bad and it's rather short. A few good scares though.. This is very very early review, about 90
minutes in-game. It`s not gem, it`s not polished but it have potential. Once u get grip on map`s and movement patterns it start to
make sense. Slightly on run-and-gun side so less skillful players might find waiting for wave bit to long to keep em interested
into game. I`ts to early to say is it good or bad.... Enjoyable game until reaching Tuldigon level, which as another user pointed
out is very difficult to complete. Please adjust difficulty for this level.

UPDATE

Ok I had to change my review, I don't think the Tuldigon level difficulty is right, despite what the devs said to the previous
comment on this. I also watched the gameplay in "normal" difficulty but the video seems edited and I can't really see what the
guy is doing.

I won't be playing again until this level is patched.. Came back to this game after many many years. Still love it.

Do yourself a favor and play real Myst instead.
The game is the same and the play is the same (though you can opt to use more VR like mode instead.)
But the graphics have been updated and are much better.
I found the game easier to play. Some details were more clear with the better graphics. Made everything better.

Now I'm off to play Riven, then Exile ...
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